Introduction
Let T be a self-mapping on a Banach space X. In recent years several authors have obtcined results on the convergence of Mann iterates of a single mapping T to a fixed point of T under various contractive conditions [2] , [4] , [5] and [6] . In this note we extend some results if these authors under other different contractive conditions in a normed space to the case of a pair of mappings. Let T and S be self-mappings on a Banach space X. For any x Q in X, we shall consider the Mann iterates process {x n > [3] , [4] 
Main theorem
We present our result in the form of a single theorem.
Theorem . Let C be a convex and closed subset bf a normed space N. Further, suppose that S and T are two self-mappings of C satisfying one of the following conditions: (III)
IISx -Ty|| S K max {||x-y|| , |x-Sx| + |y-Ty|, || x-Ty |l , || y-Sx || > f for all x,y in C and 0 < K < 1, If for some x Q in C, the sequence {x n > of Mann iterates associated with either S or T is convergent, then its limit is a fixed point of each S and T. This is a common fixed point of S and T and is unique if (III) holds.
Proof. Suppose first that Su = u for a point u € C. Then putting x = y -u into any of the inequalities (I) ~ (III) we easily see that Tu = u. Similarly Tu = u implies Su = u. Thus to prove our theorem it is enough to show that S has a unique fixed point. Let 
